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“You make the path of life known to me. Complete joy is in Your 
presence. Pleasures are by Your side forever.” Psalm 16:11(NLT)

Many psychologists agree that in order to be happy, we need 3 
things:
• 1. We need something to     .
• 2. We need something to                   .
• 3. We need someone to      .

John Wesley’s 3 money principles:
• 1.       all you can.
• 2.       all you can.
• 3.       all you can. 

1. “We need something to do” + “Make all you can” =         

“Lazy people want much but get little, but those who work hard will 
prosper.”  Proverbs 13:4(NLT)

Hard work = reward.

2. “We need something to look forward to “ + “Save all you can” 
=               

“The wise have wealth and luxury, but fools spend whatever they 
get.” Proverbs 21:20(NLT)

Biblical description of Saving:
Saving is accumulating                    material resources           a 
defined, responsible purpose.

“Take a lesson from the ants, you                . Learn from their 
ways and become wise! Though they have no prince or governor 
or ruler to make them work, they labor hard all summer, gathering 
food for the winter.”  Proverbs 6:6-8(NLT)

Biblical description of Hoarding:
Hoarding is accumulating                material resources             a 
defined, responsible purpose. 

3. “We need someone to love” + “Give all you can” 
=                         

“You know that these hands of mine have worked to supply my 
own needs and even the needs of those who were with me. And I 
have been a constant example of how you can help those in need 
by working hard. You should remember the words of the Lord 
Jesus: ‘It is more blessed to give than to receive.’”  
Acts 20:34-35(NLT)

As much as you            is a gift from God. 
As much as you            is your gift to God.

All scripture is from the New International Version unless otherwise noted. 
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“You make the path of life known to me. Complete joy is in Your 
presence. Pleasures are by Your side forever.” Psalm 16:11(NLT)

Many psychologists agree that in order to be happy, we need 3 
things:
• 1. We need something to do.
• 2. We need something to look forward to.
• 3. We need someone to love.

John Wesley’s 3 money principles:
• 1. Make all you can.
• 2. Save all you can.
• 3. Give all you can. 

1. “We need something to do” + “Make all you can” = Work

“Lazy people want much but get little, but those who work hard will 
prosper.”  Proverbs 13:4(NLT)

Hard work = reward.

2. “We need something to look forward to “ + “Save all you can” 
= Planning

“The wise have wealth and luxury, but fools spend whatever they 
get.” Proverbs 21:2(NLT)

Biblical description of Saving:
Saving is accumulating appropriate material resources with a 
defined, responsible purpose.

“Take a lesson from the ants, you lazybones. Learn from their 
ways and become wise! Though they have no prince or governor 
or ruler to make them work, they labor hard all summer, gathering 
food for the winter.”  Proverbs 6:6-8(NLT)

Biblical description of Hoarding:
Hoarding is accumulating excessive material resources without a 
defined, responsible purpose. 

3. “We need someone to love” + “Give all you can” 
= Selflessness

“You know that these hands of mine have worked to supply my 
own needs and even the needs of those who were with me. And I 
have been a constant example of how you can help those in need 
by working hard. You should remember the words of the Lord 
Jesus: ‘It is more blessed to give than to receive.’”  
Acts 20:34-35(NLT)

As much as you have is a gift from God. 
As much as you give is your gift to God.

All scripture is from the New International Version unless otherwise noted. 


